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Meet Michael's Reno Powersports
Located in Reno and Carson City

Michael and Rachelle Gerow started Michael’s Reno Powersports in Reno in 1989. They added a
second location in Carson City in 1991. Michael's Reno Powersports is the largest power sports
dealer in Northern Nevada!
 
According to Rachelle, “Michael has always loved dirt bike racing. He started the business by buying
one motorcycle at a time. He would use all of our savings to buy a motorcycle and I would worry
where our next meal was coming from, but then he would sell it and buy two more. At times I worried
we would starve, but we never did. Now we have an amazing business and are taking care of
motorsport enthusiasts all over northern Nevada.”
 
“Over the years the economy has had a huge impact on our business. But by always putting our
customers first and taking care of them, we have not only survived, but we’ve grown. And it’s not just
Michael and me, it’s everybody at Michael's sharing that same mindset."
 
If you haven’t had a chance to visit Michael’s Reno or Carson City stores, you need to. Not only is
everyone that greets you warm and helpful, it’s a fun experience as you envision yourself on
everything from motorcycles to Jet skis to ATV’s. 
 
“Our business quickly expanded beyond motorcycles to include ATV’s, boats, snowmobiles, sleds,
Side X Sides, Jet skis, and cruiser, street and dirt bikes,” explains Rachelle. “If you haven’t checked
us out before, we are your power sports connection. We can take care of all motorcycle, ATV,
watercraft, boat and snowmobile needs. We also have a large selection of accessories and Northern
Nevada’s largest OEM parts department.”
 
If you talk with any member of the Michael’s Powersports staff, you will find them to be very
knowledgeable regarding all the power sports toys. When you stop in at either of the Michael’s
Powersports stores, you will find that a huge selection of machines on display with all the latest
models and northern Nevada’s largest selection of used power sports toys!
 
And no matter what brand you ride, Michael's is the place to go for riding gear! Dirt, street, or water,
they have all the latest gear. Their in-stock selection of gear can’t be beat or you can order online
through their Web site. Either way, you get their signature service.
 
Rachelle cannot say enough about Heritage Bank...  “Heritage has been there for us. They are a
great local bank and they put money back into the local economy. But even more then that, they have
been there for us. They lend back to local businesses and they care about local businesses. They are
always great to us.
 
“They made it easy for us as opposed to the other banks. Barb Culver worked with us on the lending
half. With Heritage, we were told, ‘It’s not impossible.’Stan has always supported us, and when we
wanted to refinance, they worked with us. We asked Stan, ‘Hey, can we look at this and it’s like, “Hey,
yes!” The reality is if it is something they can help us with, it happens. They make it easy. They don’t
inundate you with paperwork which is great when you already have so much going on running your
business. They truly ask for only what they need.
Heritage Bank? They get it cuz they’re small too."
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Mobile Check Deposit
Deposit Checks With Your Mobile Phone

Enjoy secure mobile check deposits from your phone to your accounts.  No waiting or bank visits.
With Heritage Bank's Mobile Check Deposit Service you can easily make deposits directly to your
Heritage Bank checking or savings account using the Heritage Bank Mobile App.  Not signed up for
Online Banking? Visit a Heritage Bank branch near you.  Questions? Go to
www.heritagebanknevada.com and select Education Center.
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EDGE Merchant Processing Will Give Your
Business The Edge!
Jon and Paul Etxeberri are your local Leaders at EDGE Merchant
Processing

Verifone’s new VX520 is an all-in-one unit that offers merchants best of the past and the future.
·         Multi-Application capable: This allows for merchants who need multiple merchant accounts
on one app (i.e. Salons and Tattoo parlors) or retailers and restaurants that need multiple applications
like Gift Cards, Loyalty Programs, Check Readers, etc…
·         Pin Debit: Keep accepting Pin Debit Cards, Voyager and Wright Express Cards, and EMV
capable cards
·         USB interface: This allows merchants to interface credit card terminals with Value Added
Resellers to stay out of PCI Scope.
·         Three Sim Card Slots: The VX520 can also act as a mobile unit on the go, with three sim card
slot allowing transactions to be run wireless for merchants on the go.
·         EMV Slot: There is a slot for the new EMV cards allowing merchants to accept EMV capable
transactions
·         NFC Chip: Unit comes with a built in EMV chip to accept NFC Transactions (no Perihelia
needed)
 
What does EMV mean and why should I have an EMV capable unit? 
·         EMV means Europay Mastercard and Visa and is the standard for accepting Credit Cards
internationally. 
·         EMV is a much more secure way of accepting credit cards since the transaction code
changes every transaction much like pin debit. With magnetic stripes once the magnetic
information is stolen, the card can be run as many times as possible unit the card is shut off.
·         In 2012 the United States averaged 10 billion dollars in Credit Card fraud, the rest of the
world combined averaged 1 billon in fraud.
·         No more PCI Fees and SAQ: Effective October 1, 2012, EMV/NFC will eliminate the
requirement for eligible merchants to annually validate their compliance with the PCI Data Security
Standard for any year in which at least 75 percent of the merchant's Visa transactions originate from
chip-enabled terminals
·         If this started in 2012 then why now am I hearing of this? Visa requires all U.S. processors and
sub-processor service providers to be able to support merchant acceptance of chip transactions no
later than April 1, 2013. So this has just started
·         No more chargebacks for fraudulent transactions! Effective October 1, 2015, and October 1,
2017 for Fuel automated selling merchant, liability will shift from merchants and card issuers to the
processors.
What does NFC mean and why should I have an NFC capable unit?
·         NFC means Near Field Communications, and is the fastest growing field of electronic payments.
·         By 2014, 1 in 5 smartphones will be equipped with NFC contactless payment functionality. Not
accepting NFC transactions will shut the door to a fast growing demographic of consumers.
·         NFC offers a much more secure level of transaction to consumers and business, along with
convenience. NFC is accepted by companies like McDonald’s, CVS Pharmacy, Jack In the box, Taco
Bell, Star bucks and many more.
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Tips for Growing Your Small Business
How to build a strategy for success

Owning a small business can be both exciting and daunting; there are many factors to take into
account on a day-to-day basis. Knowing how to grow your small business to bring more financial
stability to your company can make the difference between success and failure. Here are some simple
tips to consider building your small business into a reputable brand.
 
According to a survey by the Pew Foundation, 71 percent of people in the United States view small
businesses more favorably than other institutions. There are many reasons for this including the fact
that small businesses have the ability to provide more valuable customer experiences.
 
“Their products and services are often niche; the target customer is very defined and business
operations are agile and unconstrained by corporate rules and processes,” states Caron Beesley of
SBA.gov. “Small businesses are also trusted for their integrity, community engagement and customer
service.”
 
Having the ability to provide these experiences and increase the appeal of your brand can help make
your small business that much more successful. Here are some helpful questions to ask to point you in
the right direction:
 
How do you define your brand?
Your brand is far more than just
your logo and the products you
offer. Reflected in your brand is the
customer experience you offer,
what services you offer, how you
promote and run your business, as
well as your social media presence.
Focusing on these elements can
help build trust and credibility in
your company.
 
How is your business different?
Considering the number of
businesses established across the
country, it’s possible that you might
offer something similar as
someone else. Setting your
business apart and defining your
company as a unique brand will
increase curiosity and interest in your product.
 
Are you actively interacting with your customers? The absence of a business owner is one of the
main reasons for small business failure; businesses can’t run themselves. Develop a strategy that
ensures you are actively engaged in running your business and connecting with your customers.
 
Is your business community-focused? Building a strong community presence physically and online
can help garner trust and respect from your customers. Social media are excellent outlets for this;







additionally, finding ways to participate in community events like fundraisers, charities and workshops
can contribute to a more defined presence in your community.
 
When it comes to building a successful small business from the ground up, one individual who knows
the importance of strategy is Sir Richard Branson. Embarking on his first business venture at the age
of 16, Branson is now the fourth richest person in the UK according to Forbes’ 2012 list of billionaires.
 
“…We've stood out by focusing on ways to improve people's lives through better service, innovation
and value,” Branson states in an article by Entrepreneur.com. “When you're starting out with a small
business and an enthusiastic team, it's relatively easy to keep the focus on details and high-quality
service with a light touch. But how can you retain the passion and attention to detail after your
business becomes established…?” Branson offers these five steps for a successful business: 

Define your mission. Know what you want your product to be and how you want it to affect the
lives of your customers.

1.

Focus on creating a basic structure. Building reliable connections with suppliers and having a
strong infrastructure in your raw materials can help you achieve your goals.

2.

Build a team of employees whom you can trust and whom are capable of developing your
business with you. If your employees don’t share your vision, this can hamper the growth of
your company.

3.

Never lose sight of the details. Focusing on the little details that not only define your brand, but
also reflect on your business, can prove to your customers that you truly care about their
experiences.

4.

Listen to customer feedback. Negative and positive alike, customer feedback can help you
identify where you need to improve in the ways you run your business. Use outlets like social
media to encourage customer interaction to find out how your brand is being viewed. 

5.

Running a successful small business is dependent upon your ability to grow. Knowing how to build
your business and developing a strategy can help you meet your goals.
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Stop Starting and Start Stopping If You Want to
Make Innovation Happen
What if the key to innovation isn't starting something new? What if
the real secret is stopping something old?

You don't have the capacity - the time, resources or energy - to do the new things because you are
busy maintaining the old ones.
 
Why is it so much harder to stop doing something than it is to start doing something? Because the
devil you know is always better than the devil you don't. Don't believe me? Consider losing that weight
you've been trying to shed for a decade? Instead of starting a rigorous exercise regime, try passing on
some of your current routines - the frappuccino at the corner cafe, the beer with the boys or watching
the game sitting in your overstuffed lounger after the evening meal. Stopping something that is no
longer useful or superseded by something more greatly desired frees up your assets. But nature does
indeed abhor a vacuum. So what fills up the newly empty time slots - the spaces in our lives - can
either be something comparable to what we have eliminated - more mindless task pursuit, another
meeting or any variety of adminstrivia - or something of a very different nature. What is required is the
purposeful transformation of this newly freed up capacity into something better and new.
 
Consider two very different cases of how a business stopped doing things that same way before it
could start doing things in a new and innovative way:

In 1985, Microsoft dominated the operating system platform for most personal PC's. It
intentionally disrupted itself with the introduction of Windows. It saw Apple's development of
Lisa - a failed early version of Macintosh - as the inevitable future and embraced the visual
object oriented system while quickly eliminating its predecessor.

In 1998, when facing bankruptcy, Steve Jobs famously eliminated Apple's beige
microcomputers - one of their few remaining profitable divisions - because he understood that
the company would never advance as long as it was protecting its flank. The road back to
prosperty was slow and methodical - candy colored coatings on existing microcomputers,
cheeky ad campaigns and eventually the seeds of the handheld technology that now
dominates the digital ecosystem.

Microsoft stopped the old because it wanted to. Apple stopped the old because it had to. Either way it
took guts to do it. As customary with cycles of innovation, their roles are now reversed.
 
At the battle of Salamis, the Greek General Themistocles set his ships afire to repel the much larger
Persian navy. Many of the invading forces abandoned their boats and fled across dry land.
Themistocles had destroyed his own fleet to stop the incursion but reassured his soldiers when he
remarked, "We shall sail home on our enemy's ships." Put another way, we shall use our capacity that
now carries our fears, compulsions, and weaknesses to bring us to our greatest victories.
 
Starting new things is easy. You just add an app or expand your work day a couple of hours or live
with the adrenaline driven delusion that you are a superior person because you work harder and
smarter than everybody else you know. Stopping things is hard. It's full of feelings of loss,
disappointment and failure. It takes more than creativity. It takes courage to stop what you've been
doing to make room for the things you want to start doing now.
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Crisis Management: What You Need to Know
Stuff happens, as the saying goes. Make sure you have a plan in
place if stuff should happen to you

Crises come in a wide variety: A sudden supply interruption that prevents you from making sales, an
irate customer on Facebook causes a communal uproar or even the sudden destruction of your
inventory in a structure fire. Each of these events represents a crisis to your business, and each needs
a management plan.
 
“Something will happen. That is a fact of life,” say the experts at SmallBusinessNotes.com. “It is how
you handle it when it happens that is your test. Having systems in place that provide clear instructions
to all concerned and a way to provide continuity of business operations during and immediately after
the crisis is critical.”
 
This is the essence of crisis management; knowing that something is going to happen and knowing
just what you’re going to do to come through it.
 
It’s true that there is no way to
prepare for absolutely everything
that might occur, but preparation for
any crisis will make you better
prepared for every crisis. Know
who you’ll need to communicate
with for crises in each area of your
business, and make sure your staff
is prepared as well.
 
“A pragmatic way for small
businesses to prepare a crisis
management plan is to, first, scope
the five worst case scenarios you
could face; those which would have
the most significant financial impact
on the business and/or which are
most likely to happen,” says PR
and management consultant Craig
Pearce. “Then it’s about doing
everything you can to prepare for these crises… Consider how your response will impact on your
reputation and the achievement of your business objectives long-term.”
 
Crisis management can also involve making some very tough decisions. Often, a business cannot
emerge from a crisis the same as it was before and still hope to thrive. Changing relationships and
changing directions can be hard, and many small businesses find this hard to do on their own.
 
“Sometimes the owner can’t do this. It’s triage, and they’re not built to do it,” crisis manager Nat
Wasserstein says. “They’re not going to fire friends and family. They’re not going to have
conversations with customers and vendors. Sometimes they need a professional to ‘block’ for them
and have the confidence that they don’t have.”
 







Pearce agrees, noting that attitude is important. When it comes to the public relations angle, he
recommends exploring “strategic approaches you could apply including asking trusted, credible and
influential stakeholders to speak out on your behalf.”
 
So be sure you have an effective crisis management plan in place. Know what you would do if your
business was suddenly disrupted by consumer relations issues, supply issues and other key
problems you might face. Write your plan down and review it several times a year, updating as
necessary.
 
When the crisis comes, the time you invest will have a major payoff.
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How to Tie Together Advertising, Marketing and
Public Relations
The messages your company delivers, regardless of the platform,
should consistently reinforce your brand

Advertising, marketing and publication relations all have their importance in the promotion of a
company, but too often they fail to work together as a team. The best way to tie them all together is to
develop and, then stay consistent, with the company’s brand.
 
Develop branding
 
The first step toward tying together advertising, marketing and public relations messages is to
establish, or re-establish the company’s branding. What does your company stand for? Who is your
target audience? Who is your competition?
 
It’s important to answer these questions because, as the experts say, great branding establishes
relationships with customers, assuring them that the company and its products and services can be
trusted.
 
“Your company brand is your mark of distinction; it's what sets you apart from your competitors,”
explains Inc.com. “When you establish and adhere to a brand management strategy, your level of
commitment reassures consumers, suppliers and anyone else that your company does business with
that they can trust you.”
 
Maintain consistency
 
Once branding has been established or re-established, consistency throughout advertising, marketing
and public relations is equally important.
 
“Whether it's your company
website, your ranking in search
engine optimization or your
Facebook and Twitter pages, you
should strive for consistency in
image and reputation in managing
your brand. It will save you money
and eliminate any confusion about
what your brand stands for in the
marketplace,” Ed Roach of The
Brand Experts tells Inc.com.
 
Begin to establish consistency by
making a list of current promotions,
products, services, etc., and, for
each one, take a look at the
advertising, marketing and public
relations that are currently being
used. Now ask, Is the branding







consistent? If not, get together with
the appropriate staff and brainstorm ways to improve branding. The same can be done for future
promotions, products and services.
 
Likewise, it might be helpful to gather the troops for a brainstorming session. Doing so will help
develop new ideas while serving as a way to practice consistency.
 
For example, if a local bike shop is branding itself as bicycling experts who are an important part of the
community, it could decide to hold a free bike safety and education day. The event could be marketed
through social media and advertised in a local newspaper, and a press release could be sent to that
same paper in the hopes of generating an article. In the name of consistency, the messages would
not only promote the event, but also tie it back to the company’s branding: that it’s an integral part of
the community because of its bicycle expertise.
 
As with much of the long-term thinking and day-to-day operations of a company, branding is integral to
tying together advertising, marketing and public relations. The good news is that, the more that
management and employees use branding as part of their communications, the more habitual it
becomes. Before long, consistency will be the norm, meaning stronger relationships with clients.
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Tips for Selecting a New Office Space
Helpful tips for your expanding small business

As your small business grows, you may find that your current space isn’t adequate for your needs.
Finding an appealing space that not only suits your current needs, but also allows room for continued
growth while remaining within your company’s budget, may seem like a difficult task. Here are some
tips to help you know what to look for, as well as steps to take to secure the space that you desire.
 
As Tim Devaney and Tom Stein of Forbes.com note, there will be a point where you will outgrow your
present office space – whether that space is your own home office or just a small rental space
downtown. You want a space where you can comfortably meet with your customers and run your
business without conflict. 
 
Sometimes, however, this may be
a larger investment than you’re
financially ready for. Consider
these options for moving into a new
office without making a dent in your
business account:
 
Shared office space – Growing
businesses that aren’t established
enough to sign a lease find shared
office space to be very appealing.
Shared office spaces, commonly
found in larger cities, are fully
furnished office buildings that offer
desks or whole offices for rent on a
monthly basis. The options as far
as Internet connections,
conference space, etc., vary
depending on how much you’re willing and able to spend.
 
Lease office furniture rather than buy – Moving into a new space comes with many expenses; one
you don’t necessarily have to worry about is buying office furniture. Many office equipment companies
offer office furniture and other supplies for lease, meaning you can outfit your office as needed without
putting a serious dent in your budget. When leasing, you also have the option of trading in your
equipment regularly, ensuring that your business always looks up to date.
 
Sublet from downsizing companies – Due to the current state of the economy, you may find that
more office space is becoming available as larger companies are forced to downsize. These
businesses may still owe on their lease even though the space is empty and this opens an opportunity
for you to sublet for a decent price.
 
There are many decisions that go into selecting the ideal office space for your small business,
requiring significant research and planning.
 
“[Choosing a business location] involves looking at demographics, assessing your supply chain,
scoping the competition, staying on budget, understanding state laws and taxes and much more,”







according to the U.S. Small Business Administration ( www.sba.gov). Here are some tips that can help
make your decision a little easier:
 
Determine what your needs are. Factors that play into the ideal office space for your business include
(but are not limited to): 

Brand image – Does the space/location reflect the image you’re aiming to convey for your
company?
Competition – Are the businesses/companies in proximity to your competitors?
Potential employment opportunities – Does the local area offer potential employees? What
will their commute be?
Space for future growth – If you expect your company to continue to grow, will the space
you’re looking at allow for growth or will you be looking for a new space five to 10 years down
the road? 

Determine what you can afford. There are more financial decisions to consider besides just the
monthly lease payment, such as: 

Unexpected costs – Before your space is move-in ready, you may need to renovate, upgrade
the Internet system, decorating, etc.
Taxes – Take into account the rates of the sales, income and property taxes for the area
you’re looking at.
Minimum wage – Expanding your office space likely means adding to your employee base as
well. Many states may have a different minimum wage than the federal amount, so being aware
of your area’s requirements will reduce any surprises in the future. 

Consider the help of a specialist. A small business specialist may be able to highlight programs and
support that your state government and local community may offer. Tap into local resources such as
online tools that provide additional information into your community.
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Five Surprising Automobile Values
These vehicles make for great investments, not to mention great
rides

Lexus RX 450H
 
Midsize SUVs aren’t the first category one might look at for value, but the 2013 RX450h – the “h”
stands for hybrid – starts at an MSRP of $46,310 but made the US News and World Report’s Best
Cars for the Money list because of its “outstanding fuel economy in a luxurious package” and “some
of the best reliability ratings in its class.”
 
In other words, more bang for the buck, and with an EPA-estimated 32 MPG in the city, it’s a buck
that lasts longer on every tank.
 
"Though expensive compared to the non-hybrid RX, the 2013 Lexus RX 450h delivers on its promise
of impressive fuel economy, utility, power and luxury,” notes Edmunds.com.
 
Ford Focus ST
 
Ranging down in size and in price, the 2013 Ford Focus ST (MSRP $23,700) was named Best
Compact Car for the Money by US News and World Report.
 
“With nimble handling, good fuel economy and an upscale interior, reviewers say that the 2013 Ford
Focus excels where other small cars fall short,” says US News and World Report.
 
"The Ford ST is not exactly a world-beater in terms of refinement, handling balance or ergonomics,”
explains Automobile Magazine. “But it does offer a lot of car and performance for the money, it scores
an undisputed 10 on the entertainment scale, and it won't fall apart when pushed to the limit.”
 
Subaru Outback
 
Named Best Wagon for the Money by US News and World Report, the Subaru Outback combines
low ownership costs with reliability, spaciousness and family-friendly features. Known for its versatility,
the Outback “successfully combines the utility of an SUV with the drivability of a car, making it one of
the best wagons in the class,” the magazine’s website states.
 
“It's as spacious and capable as a conventional mid-size SUV, but delivers the fuel efficiency and
driving characteristics of a sedan,” Kelly Blue Book agrees. “The Outback also provides the
all-weather mobility afforded by Subaru's symmetrical all-wheel drive and an elevated seating position
for a more commanding view of the road.”
 
Starting at an MSRP of $23,495, “The Subaru Outback is expected to retain higher than average
residual values over a 5-year period, besting the Ford Escape and the Nissan Rogue, but falling just
shy of the Venza, CR-V and Chevrolet Equinox,” KBB continues.
 
Toyota FJ Cruiser
 
Speaking of residual value, the FJ Cruiser, a tribute to the legendary FJ40 Land Cruiser, topped
KBB’s 2013 Best Resale Value Awards.







 
“The Toyota FJ Cruiser manages to be both more pleasant and more rugged than one might guess,
and offers better predicted resale value than any other 2013 model,” according to KBB.com.
 
Of course, the FJ Cruiser (MSRP $27,030) is designed for a certain driver and a certain owner.
 
“We like the FJ because it shuns the trend to move to a more car-like (and less capable) unit body.
You won't find any cushy air suspensions or luxury trimmings inside the FJ Cruiser. Instead, Toyota
has given its off-road stud a sensible, easy-to-clean interior with just the right amount of modern
conveniences to keep the FJ Cruiser up to date,” states KBB. “No one will argue that the 2013 Toyota
FJ Cruiser SUV isn't fun, but it does have a number of practical drawbacks including poor fuel
economy, some wicked blind spots and a not-so-roomy cargo hold.”
 
Scion tC
 
Car buyers may not yet be accustomed to the Scion brand - an offshoot of Toyota - but Scion vehicles
are quickly making a name for themselves. The Scion tC - also a member of KBB’s tribe of 2013 Best
Resale Value Awards winners -
starts at only $18,725 and delivers
style, reliability, excellent fuel
economy and more than ample
high tech options.
 
“Scion's attractive pricing combined
with Toyota's reputation for
dependability makes the 2013 tC
coupe compelling for anyone
looking for a fun coupe with
reasonable amenities,” KBB notes.
“The car's appeal lies in spirited
styling, lots of features, surprisingly
good audio systems for the price
and freedom to personalize the car.
Actual over-the-road performance
may not live up to everyone's
expectations, with modest
horsepower and soft suspension,
but it's entirely adequate for a city and suburban runabout.”
 
Those in the market for a new car should keep in mind that the sticker price only tells part of the story.
Fuel economy, reliability and resale value all play an important financial role, making these five value
surprises a good starting point for a new car search.
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A Lifetime on Screen: Actors and Actresses with
Long Careers
Favorite performers who stand the test of time

Some of our favorite actors and actresses are not the fly-by-night types that capture the spotlight for
an intense but brief burst of fame. They are the ones who've stood the test of time with quality
performances over many years. Here are a few examples of favorite actors who can boast of a lifetime
of work on the big screen.
 
Mickey Rooney
Making his film debut at only 15
months old, Mickey Rooney is
an actor that we have all grown
up with. Beginning with more
than 50 silent comedies filmed
between 1927 and 1933 on up
to films such as Night at the
Museum (2006), Mickey Rooney
has hundreds of movies under
his belt. He is best known for
his Andy Hardy movies of the
1930s and 1940s.
 
Hal Holbrook
Although not in the top echelon
of A-list stars, Hal Holbrook has
withstood the test of time.
Starting out in television in the
1950s, the actor has worked
consistently in television and
film for decades. Holbrook played the role of Preston Blair in 2012's Academy Award nominated film, 
Lincoln.
 
Lauren Bacall
Perhaps best known for her work in the 1940s — in classic films such as Key Largo and The Big
Sleep — Lauren Bacall is still working in film even today. Her next turn on the big screen will be in the
film currently in production, Trouble is my Business.
 
Max von Sydow
Serious actor Max von Sydow is probably known by most moviegoers for his role as the Priest in the
horror flick, The Exorcist. The Swedish-born actor has had a critically acclaimed career, including
more than a hundred films. He recently appeared in 2011 Oscar nominated film, Extremely Loud and
Incredibly Close .
 
Debbie Reynolds
Debbie Reynolds is best known for her acting, singing and dancing work in the favorite classic film of
1952, Singin' in the Rain. She has had a steady career and still works in film and television today.
 







Christopher Plummer
Although actor Christopher Plummer is best known — and beloved — for his role as Colonel von
Trapp in the classic Hollywood musical The Sound of Music, he can boast of a lifetime full of
acclaimed film work, including the film Beginners, which won him a Best Supporting Actor Oscar in
2012.
 
These are just a few of the actors we have all come to rely upon as the backbone of many movies and
television series. The "actors of the day" may come and go for their "15 minutes of fame," but these
professionals have stood the test of time with accolades and fan support that spans decades.
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Five Tips for Sustainable Eating
Eat healthier by supporting locally grown products

Sustainable eating means eating whole foods that come from a local source. Most sustainable foods
do not have labels and do not come in a box. In addition, they are foods that minimize harm to the
environment during the growth and production process. Locally grown fruits and vegetables, as well
as protein from animals that are raised in a humane way by independent farmers, are considered
sustainable foods.
 
Sustainable eating provides a healthier lifestyle for you and your family versus buying processed,
boxed meals, often found on your neighborhood grocery store shelves.
 
It may be easier than you think to put healthier and more environmentally friendly meals on your
dinner table. Follow these five tips to make sustainable eating a part of your everyday life.
 
Grow your own vegetables
Even if you live in an apartment
or have a very small yard, it
may be possible to grow your
own vegetables. There is tons
of information available on
container gardening and
growing in small spaces. Start
with just a few plants and grow
vegetables you know your
family will eat and are easy to
prepare. As you become more
knowledgeable about
gardening, add different
varieties.
 
Buy from local farmers and/or
farmers markets
You can practice sustainable
eating by purchasing your
produce and meats from your
local farmers if you are unable to grow your own vegetables (or just not interested in gardening). Most
communities offer farmers’ markets through the summer season, and some cities in warmer climates
offer farmers markets year-round.
 
Learn the art of cooking
While it is possible to practice sustainable eating without knowing how to cook, a little cooking
experience will take you far in your goals of eating whole and unprocessed foods. While you can
begin with fruit and vegetable salads, eventually you might want to add roasted vegetables or stir-fries
to your menu. Learning to prepare a few tried and true recipes will help you expand your family's go-to
menus.
 
Eat with the seasons
Fruit and vegetables taste much better in season, and they are far less expensive during that time.







Adjust your eating habits to eat foods when they are in their prime. Eat apples and squash in the fall,
and savor watermelon and berries in the summer.
 
Learn to preserve and store food
Although canning and preserving food is a lost art, this domestic skill seems to be making a comeback.
Canning and preserving foods when they are in season lets you enjoy many types of food all year
long. You will also know exactly what is in your food and can ensure there are no unknown or strange
ingredients you cannot pronounce. Begin by preserving simple items (such as jam) and progress to
more difficult tasks, such as canning meats.
 
With a little patience and practice, adopting a sustainable lifestyle around your dinner table is an effort
that will yield big results in your family's health and local environment.
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